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Abstract
In this paper, we present a distributed resource and power allocation scheme for multiple-resource wireless cellular networks.
The global optimization of multi-cell multi-link resource allocation problem is known NP-hard in the general case. We use
Gibbs sampling based algorithms to perform a distributed optimization that would lead to the global optimum of the problem.
The objective of this paper is to show how to use the Gibbs sampling (GS) algorithm and its variant the Metropolis-Hasting
(MH) algorithm. We also propose an enhanced method of the MH algorithm, based on a priori-known target state distribution,
which improves the convergence speed without increasing the complexity. Furthermore, we study different temperature cooling
strategies and investigate their impact on the network optimization and convergence speed. Simulation results have also shown
the effectiveness of the proposed methods.
Index Terms
Radio resource allocation, power control, interference management, distributed optimization, Gibbs sampling, MetropolisHasting.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Cellular networks are facing an exponential increase of capacity demand and a key solution to overcome this problem is
to multiply the number of access points or base stations (BSs) in an effective way [1]. However, the multiplication of BSs,
and in particular when a frequency reuse factor of one is used, would yield substantial inter-cell interference and lead to an
interference-limited network.
Radio resource management and interference coordination have been extensively studied in the literature [2], [3], trying to
provide optimal or near-optimal schemes. In practice, this class of multi-cell or multi-link resource allocation optimization
problems is generally non-convex and very hard to solve, especially in a network with a large number of BSs.
Various stochastic optimization methods have been introducedsuch as particle swarm optimization, genetic algorithm, ant
colony or tabu search [4]. These approaches generally require a knowledge of the system, and some need several instances
of the system, which are only feasible in an off-line, centralized approach. Different to these complex centralized schemes
designed to find a global optimal solution, distributed algorithms have drawn more and more attentions recently due to the
low complexity and low requirement on backhauling and processing capability. Most of the time, sub-optimal solutions are
provided by distributed algorithms, such as those using game theory framework [5], often face the issue of converging to
equilibria (e.g., Nash equilibrium) that are sub-optimal solutions.
Gibbs sampling (GS) algorithm [6] is stochastic optimization method that can converge to the global optimal solution of
non-convex problem. Under some conditions, it can even be applied in a fully distributed manner, with only local decisions.
The Metropolis-Hasting (MH) algorithm [7] is also a widely used MCMC method and has same methodology, which however
has a lower complexity but a slower convergence rate.
The first application of GS for wireless networks aimed to minimize co-channel interference and offer optimal frequency
band allocation in WiFi networks [8]. More recently, the technique has been successfully extended to the user association
and power control problem [9] and the transmit precoding and power efficiency problem [10] for cellular networks. However,
these works are limited by the use of a single resource for the optimization problem. In [11], the Gibbs sampling method is
generalized for any arbitrary utility function, by designing an extended interference graph with respect to cellular networks.
Although theoretical backgrounds of the Gibbs sampling algorithm are well known, its application to radio resource allocation
is relatively limited so far and previous works only focused on the classical very slow temperature1 cooling and using only
one specific algorithm (either GS or MH).
In this paper, considering a large cellular OFDMA network with multiple resources, we apply GS and MH methods for
the resource and power allocation optimization and conduct a comparative study. Also, we investigate the performance of
different temperature cooling strategies to improve the convergence speed of the classical Gibbs sampling. Moreover, given
1 Note that in GS and MH algorithms, a key parameter called temperature will tune the state sampling and transition and impact the speed and optimality
of the convergence.
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a prior statistical knowledge of the solution, we propose an enhanced MH algorithm, namely “guided” MH, to speed up the
MH convergence while keeping a low complexity. Simulations are carried out to show the performance of the GS, MH and
guided-MH algorithms, compared to a deterministic best response (BR) method.
We show that although the logarithmic cooling is optimal in theory, fast cooling strategies such as exponential cooling can
be more suitable for the resource and power allocation problem in practice. Also, we show that the guided-MH algorithm
allows a faster convergence compared to the classical MH algorithm without increasing its complexity, and may have other
interesting applications.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the system model is presented and the power and resource
allocation problem is formulated. In Section III, we develop the Gibbs sampling formulation and its variants, including the
proposed guided-MH algorithm and the various temperature cooling strategies studied. In Section IV, we show how to cast
the resource and power allocation problem to use the Gibbs sampling algorithms. In Section V, we provide simulation results
under OFDMA multi-cell environment to compare the performance of the studied methods. Finally, Section VI contains the
conclusion.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
A. OFDMA cellular network
We consider the downlink transmission in a classical multi-cell system. Different to the work in [8]–[10] that focused on
a single channel per user, we consider in this paper that a user may take multiple orthogonal resources, as in 3GPP-LTE
orthogonal frequency-division multiple access (OFDMA).
The power and resource allocation is performed locally at each BS for their respective users. We consider reuse-1 system,
i.e., all resource blocks (RBs) are available at each BS. Each user i ∈ U is associated to the BS bi ∈ B that has the smallest
path-loss, where U is the set of users and B is the set of BSs. We consider that the total bandwidth is divided into K orthogonal
resources, each experiencing an independent and flat Rayleigh fading.
Notice that under 3GPP-LTE, each user can be allocated any number of RBs. However without multi-user MIMO techniques,
a RB cannot be allocated to more than one user within a cell. The signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) of a user
i ∈ U on the resource k ∈ [1, K] is thus given by:
Pbi ,k gbi ,i,k
2,
bj 6=bi Pbj ,k gbj ,i,k + σi

γi,k = P

(1)

where Pbi ,k is the transmit power of BS bi destined to the user i on the resource k ∈ Z+ , gbi ,i,k is the channel gain, including
fading, between the BS bi and the user i, and σi2 is the thermal noise variance, supposed equal for all users here. Let Ci,k
denote the data rate achievable by the resource k for user i. The total data rate of a user i is given by:
X
Ci =
log2 (1 + γi,k ).
(2)
k∈[1,K]

In this paper, we consider the Shannon capacity, yet any other metric can be employed in the following optimization.
B. Resource and power allocation problem formulation
In OFDMA based system like LTE with no multi-user MIMO, orthogonal resources are assigned to users to avoid intra-cell
interference. Thus, aiming at inter-cell optimization and for simplification, a single user is focused for each cell, which can
use any of the K resources. However, it should be noted that the result can be easily extended to more general case.
We consider that the BSs can adapt their power level on each resource, Pb,k , ∀b ∈ B, ∀k ∈ [1, K], independently. We note
Pb the vector of power allocation of BS b, and P the global matrix of power allocations.
Considering the data rates of the users as the basic metric of interest, a generic optimization problem is formulated as
follows:
min U (C);

(3)

s.t. :

(4)

Pb,k ≥ 0, ∀b ∈ B, ∀k ∈ [1, K],
X
Pb,k ≤ Pmax , ∀b ∈ B,

(5)
(6)

k∈[1,K]

where C , [C1 , C2 , ...] is the vector of aggregated data rates of all the users, and U (·) is a chosen utility function that we
will minimize. The total transmit power of a BS is limited by Pmax . With a little abuse of the name, we simply call U (·) the
utility function instead of cost function.
A utility function can be used for different objective, e.g., maximizing system capacity, maximizing fairness, minimizing
energy consumption, etc.
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It has been shown that applying a fairness utility functions does not only help to maintain resource sharing fairness but also
favors a system-wide throughput maximization: the global optimization makes a tradeoff between users’ selfish and altruistic
behavior [10]. Meanwhile, it would also bring energy efficiency merit: transmitters are encouraged to lower their transmit
power so as to avoid high interference to neighboring users. Therefore, in this paper, the potential delay fairness [12] criterion
is employed as utility function:
X 1
,
(7)
U (C) =
Ci
i∈U

where 1/Ci represents the time required for the transmission of an unitary size. Indeed, the method allows any arbitrary utility
function (see e.g., [11]).
III. G IBBS S AMPLING OPTIMIZATION
In this study, we focus on the Gibbs sampling and its variant the Metropolis-Hasting algorithm. The key idea of the GS
and MH algorithms in brief is to converge, iteratively, to the global optimal solution by probabilistically transiting among the
possible states of the system. Based on the interactions of nodes in the graph, the guided random selection of states allows
the optimization to avoid getting trapped in local optimal points.
A. Definitions
To begin with, we define a graph G = (U, V), where U is the set of nodes that represent the set of users, and V is the set
of edges between the nodes. G is also associated to the following:
• An edge (i, j) between two nodes i and j is set when either i or j affects the performance of the other.
• Each node i ∈ U has a state si from a finite state set Si . The sets of states may be different for each node.
• The graph G is associated with the global energy metric E, called global energy, which is a function of all the states of
the nodes s = [s1 , s2 , ...] and will be minimized in the optimization.
Note that G is a Gibbs random field if s follows the distribution π(s) = κ exp(−E(s)/T ), where κ is a normalization factor.
T is an important parameter called temperature that scales the probability distribution of the system. It can be a fixed constant
or be varied with the time. In the latter case, we say annealing.
A centralized processing unit can perform a global sampling and optimization of the problem; however, distributed solution
are much preferred. To be able to distribute the GS and MH algorithms, the global energy has to be represented in a certain
structural setup [13]: the global energy E has to be derivable from a sum of potential functions, over all the cliques of the
graph such that
X
E(s) =
V (c, s),
(8)
c∈C

where C is the set of all cliques, and V is the potential function, which represents the contribution of c to the global energy,
taking into account users’ mutual constraints (conflict and interaction).
Based on the above notion, we define the local energy Ei , ∀i ∈ U, as follows:
X
Ei (s) =
V (c, s).
(9)
c∈C|i∈c

The local energy function of a node i only depends on the states and interactions of nodes in a neighborhood around i, i.e.,
it does not require a system global knowledge. Performing an iterative stochastic minimization of the local energies, this
optimization would lead to the global minimum of the global energy.
B. Classical sampling methods
The basic idea of the sampling process is as follows: iteratively, each node updates its state based on the current evaluation
of the decoupled system energy and on the impact of the new (to be chosen) state. The selection of the new state depends on
the algorithm used:
1) Gibbs sampler algorithm: The GS algorithm [6] consists of, when the node i updates its state, evaluating all the possible
states s ∈ Si and select a new state following a probability distribution. First, we compute the local energy Ei (s), ∀s ∈ Si .
Secondly, we define the probability distribution based on the local energy of each state. The probability that the state si ∈ Si
will be chosen is given below:
exp(−Ei (si )/T )
.
(10)
pi (si ) = P
s∈Si exp(−Ei (s)/T )
Thirdly, we choose a new state (configuration) to be applied to i based on the Gibbs probability distribution (10).
This method requires the computation of the local energy for all si ∈ Si of a node. Note that the optimization therefore
should apply on a reasonable number (size) of possible states.
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2) Metropolis-Hasting algorithm: The main difference between the GS method and the MH method is that the latter will
only consider a single candidate state during the update process. Consider a node i ∈ U, and assume that it is currently
associated with a state s1 ∈ Si . When it updates its state, it will randomly choose a candidate state s2 ∈ Si and evaluate its
performance. The node i will then select the new state s2 over s1 with the following probability:
Ei (s1 ) − Ei (s2 )
)).
(11)
T
In other words, if the candidate state has a lower local energy, it will always be chosen. If its local energy is higher, it will
be chosen with a probability, given by (11).
The complexity and computation cost of the MH compared to the GS algorithm is divided by the number of possible states
for the node, due to the single candidate evaluation of the MH algorithm.However, the convergence time of MH algorithm can
also be longer, due to a slower sampling of the whole system, especially when the set of states is large.
pi (s2 ) = min(1, exp(

C. Proposed guided MH algorithm
To improve the MH selection and speed up its convergence of optimization, we propose a guided version of the MH algorithm.
This guided MH method relies on a priori known distribution of the solution: We modify the uniform random candidate state
selection to follow a predefined distribution, which is the distribution of the states that is expected to be reached at the end of
the optimization. This distribution can be found by offline trials or through some learning processes.
The objective of this modification is to focus the sampling on candidates that have higher probability of being optimal than
the other. After the guided selection of a candidate, this algorithm acts similarly as the original MH algorithm. The complexity
of this method is similar to the one of the standard MH algorithm, since only one candidate state is evaluated at a time.
Note that all the three methods presented share the same complexity for the evaluation of a given local state, and also require
the same exchange in information among neighboring base stations and users for evaluating the states: to determine Ei (s) for
the optimization, the information to be collected and feedback should include the signal and interference powers acting on the
considered node and its neighbors.
The algorithm proposed here is used for our particular resource allocation problem, but could indeed be applied to other
similar optimization problems.
D. Annealing and cooling strategies
1) Classical logarithmic cooling: The temperature parameter T can be chosen to decrease with time to perform a simulated
annealing. Given a Gibbs random field, it has been proven that Boltzmann annealing, where the temperature T decreases
inversely proportional to the logarithm of time, is the sufficient cooling condition that guarantees the convergence of the
system to global optimum as time goes to infinity [13].In brief, at a discrete time n > 1, the temperature is defined as:
TB (n) =

T0
,
log(n)

(12)

where T0 is the initial temperature.
The Boltzmann annealing may however be very slow to stabilize, since the temperature is decreasing in logarithmic scale.
The optimization performed by simulated annealing is guaranteed for static network topology. However, it should be noted that
in cellular networks, the system may vary with time, for example due to fast channel fading and/or user arrival and departure.
In this paper, we assume that the system is quasi-static.
2) Fast cooling strategies: In the literature, the research on resource allocation using Gibbs sampling methods only focused
on the classical logarithmic cooling strategy. We here propose to speed up the convergence, by applying faster cooling strategies:
• The “fast” annealing in [14] uses a Cauchy distribution and decreases the temperature in a linear manner:
T0
,
n
The “very fast” annealing reported in [15] decreases the temperature in an exponential manner:
TC (n) =

•

TV F (n) =

T0
,
exp(an)

(13)

(14)

where a is a tunable parameter.
It should be noted that there does not exist mathematical proofs that the above linear and exponential cooling strategies
guarantee to converge to global optimum, under Gibbs sampling setup. Under some sampling setups (modifying the state
distribution selection), the linear and exponential cooling strategies have been shown to converge to the optimal solution [15].
However, it is not clear how to cast them into distributed optimizations. Advanced studies on their implementability and
convergence will be subject of future work. Here, we apply the faster cooling strategies directly into the Gibbs sampling
algorithm, similarly as [16] and we have to rely on simulation results to study its performance.
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Fig. 1: An illustration of the interference graph: the set of nodes is the set of the users and the edges are represented by the
green lines, transmitted signal is denoted by blue solid line, and interference is denoted by blue dashed line.
IV. A PPLICATION TO THE RESOURCE AND POWER ALLOCATION PROBLEM
A. Graph of interference
First, we define a graph to cast the problem of resource and power allocation into the Gibbs sampling framework. The graph
that characterizes the system, as illustrated in Fig. 1, is defined as follows:
• The set of nodes is the set of all users U;
• An edge (i, j) is set when the transmit power of BS bi received at j (or the power from bj received at i) is higher than
a given threshold θp . The set of neighbors of i is denoted by Ni ;
• The state si of a node i is the power level on the K resources assigned to it, i.e., si = Pbi .
B. Utility function definition
Following (9) and the development of [8], the local energy to be minimized by a node i is defined by the sum of local
utilities in its neighborhood:
X
Ei (s) = Ui (s) +
Uj (s),
(15)
j∈Ni

where Ui is the local utility of user i.
In a LTE-like system, one has to perform the optimization over several parallel resources (e.g. OFDMA). As aforementioned,
we focus here on a fair approach that minimizes the potential delay of all users, see (7). As shown in [10]), a representation
of the global utility (7) by (8) is not trivial, due to the multiple resources and the logarithmic function (2).
In [11], it has been recently proven that in fact, we can extend the global energy to any utility function, at the price of a
more information exchange among nodes: information exchange has to be performed not only among the considered node and
its neighbors, but also to its neighbors’ neighbors. We can therefore set the global energy to be out utility function (7) and the
local energy (15) can be rewritten as:
X 1
1
Ei (s) =
+
.
(16)
Ci (s)
Cj (s)
j∈Ni

We can interpret this local minimization as a trade-off between a user’s utility and its neighbors’ one. Increasing the transmit
power of a given user to improve its data-rate will reduce its neighbors’ one, due to the higher level of interference.
C. Sequential state selection
The Gibbs sampling requires the evaluation of the local energy for all possible states of the update node. In the present work,
the allocation is performed over several resources. In our multiple resources and power allocation problem, the maximum total
number of possible states for a node i is |Si | = LK , where L is the number of power levels possible for a resource.
The cardinality of the set of local states can rapidly become impractical for a large L or K. To overcome this issue, we
choose to perform a “sequential” optimization: when a node updates its state, it will take a random permutation of all the
possible resources and sequentially determine a new state considering that other resources are fixed. This leads to a maximum
number of combination to be evaluated equal to LK, instead of taking a full size of LK .
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V. S IMULATION R ESULTS
A. Scenarios and simulation parameters
Simulations are carried out to verify the performance of the presented methods and cooling strategies, in solving the resource
and power allocation optimization problem.
The system employs a topology with 64 BS placed in classical hexagonal layout. We focus the optimization on a given chunk
of K resources blocks. On this chunk, a single user is allocated per station. To avoid border effects, we use a wrap-around
model so that locations at the edge of the system are considered adjacent to the opposite edge. The transmit power, on each
resource, can be chosen from a set including the 0 value, and a logarithmic partition of the power level from −10 dBm to
43 dBm, with 1 dB step size. Other simulation parameters are summarized in Table I.
In the simulation, one iteration corresponds to the period of time where every node has been updated sequentially but in a
random ordering. Here, we assume that no two base stations will conduct a sampling exactly at the same time. This will apply
generally to all the algorithms in the comparison. The results are obtained by averaging over 100 independent simulations
(random user location and channel condition), each running for 200 iterations.
We aim at comparing the GS, the MH, and the guided-MH using the Boltzmann annealing (labeled as: GS-B, MH-B and
guided-MH-B, resp.), as well as using the Cauchy annealing (labeled as: GS-C, MH-C and guided-MH-C, resp.) and using
the exponential cooling (labeled as: GS-E, MH-E and guided-MH-E, resp.). Note that the exponential cooling is parametrized
so that T (n) = 0.95n T0 , which is an empirical choice that fits our model [15], [16].
Additionally, the performance of a deterministic Best-Response (BR) algorithm is also shown for comparison: the BR
algorithm acts similarly as the GS one, except that it always chooses the state that minimizes the local energy. This method
is sub-optimal and may converge to a local minimum of the system. This local minimum is a generalized Nash equilibrium
(GNE) [18].
B. Initial temperature setting
As a first step, and to efficiently use the Gibbs sampling and their variants, one should properly choose the initial temperature
T0 . Except by studying the thermodynamic structure of the global system [19], there is no theoretical way to optimally determine
the temperature. Fig. 2 shows the performances obtained by the GS algorithm using the logarithmic (i.e., Boltzmann: GS-B)
and exponential (GS-E) cooling for some values of T0 , in comparison to the BR. Note that the results shown are particularly
smooth due to the averaging over 100 independent simulations. For a single simulation, the stochastic methods progress with
ups and downs before converging to a stable point value.
It is observed that when T0 is too low (i.e., T0 < 0.001), the randomness in the probabilistic sampling is not sufficient and
the optimization acts similarly to the BR approach. On the other hand, when T0 is too high, the convergence would take a
much longer time and may not be favorable for practical usage in wireless networks, especially under the Boltzmann cooling
strategy (GS-B). Besides, we can see that the different cooling strategies have different ideal initial temperature. Since the
exponential cooling strategy reduces the temperature much faster than the Boltzmann one, it tends to allow higher T0 while
still converging fast enough. The result of the linear cooling strategy (GS-C) is not plotted in Fig. 2 for the readability. It
follows the same trend as the exponential cooling one and its final result can be found in Fig. 3 later.
One can also see that the choice of T0 and cooling strategies should be adapted for different scenarios, to balance convergence
time and accuracy of the solution. It is still an open problem to derive optimal T0 in analytic form. However, the present
results are valid for scenarios where the variables and possible states are in a similar system setup.
C. Cooling strategies
We now evaluate the performance of the various sampling methods and their cooling strategies. Based on previous result
and some experimental investigation, we set the initial temperature to be T0 = 0.001 for the Boltzmann cooling strategy and
T0 = 0.1 for the Cauchy and exponential ones. These choices are motivated by the performance obtained after a reasonable
number of iterations.
Fig. 3 shows the global energy utility (7), as the iterations of the optimization go on. Note that this global energy is equivalent
to the sum of delays experienced by all users in the system. It is observed that the BR method converges most rapidly (in
about 40 iterations). However, its final result is not optimal.

Parameter
Inter-BS distance
Number of channels K
Bandwidth per channel
Noise (inc. noise figure) per channel σ 2
Pathloss (dB) [17], d in meter
Shadowing standard dev. [17]
Flat-fading per resource

Value
500 m
10
1 MHz
-105 dBm
−15.3 − 37.6 log10 (d)
10 dB
Rayleigh, i.i.d.

TABLE I: Simulation parameters
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Fig. 2: Performance comparison for various initial temperatures.
In the stochastic algorithms, in particular the GS, their performances would depend on the cooling strategy. The initial
temperature has been chosen so that a convergence can be reached in a finite (relatively short) time. To do so, the Boltzmann
cooling strategy requires a low initial temperature and its performance is limited by the lack of randomness in the stochastic
process. The final result of the GS-B strategy is thus close to the BR one but can still outperform it (but slightly). The
exponential and Cauchy cooling strategies, using a higher T0 , are able to converge to better final solutions. Their performances
during the initial iterations appear not favorable but soon or later outperform (in about 100 to 150 iterations). One can see that
when looking at about 100 to 200 iterations, the GS-E outperforms all the other methods.
D. Design of a guided MH algorithm
In the simulation study, we see that the resulting OFDMA resource block and power allocation follows a particular distribution
empirically as follows.
First, users use on average only 35% of their available resource blocks, and only focus on efficient channels (of low
interference) to transmit data. This can be assimilated to a dynamic frequency reuse scheme to avoid high level of interference.
Second, the distribution of the power allocated to the used resource blocks follows a log-normal distribution, centered at
26 dBm and with a standard deviation 9.5, as shown in Fig. 4. We can see a particularly high intensity at 42 dBm due to the
defined per-BS total power limitation: when a node updates its use of resource blocks, it is limited by the total power of the
station (here, 43 dBm). In many cases, at least at least one resource block is already used with some power, so, the chosen
maximum power is usually less than 43 dBm. 42 dBm is therefore often a limit when some other resources are allocated with
low power levels.
The distribution obtained here is system dependent, but is based on 100 independent realizations of the 64-cells hexagonal
scenario. In a non-regular topology, each cell may define its state distribution according to its particular environment. We expect
that the knowledge of the distribution can be obtained by the system through learning procedures or with off-line simulation
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Fig. 3: Global energy of the system using different cooling strategies for the Gibbs sampling and the Metropolis-Hasting.
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Fig. 4: Power distribution of the used resources after convergence.
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Fig. 5: Global energy of the system comparing the sampling methods for the logarithmic and exponential cooling strategies.

results. When the actual optimal distribution of each realization cannot be determined in practical system, one may use average
scenario results. Note that the estimated distribution might not be the optimal choice for every realization, which can reduce
the convergence speed compared to the optimal distribution.
Given the above distribution (Fig. 4), instead of using uniform distribution in MH sampling when choosing a candidate
state, we adopt the aforementioned distribution to improve the MH sampling for its convergence and optimality. We will
show the simulation result of the guided-MH scheme in next section for comparison. Notice that the following results are
shown to demonstrate the effectiveness of the method, however, the principle can be applied generally to different probabilistic
algorithms.
E. Gibbs sampling vs. MH sampling
We compare the performance of the different sampling methods studied in this paper. Fig. 5 shows the global energy of
the system by the GS, MH and guided-MH algorithms, with the Boltzmann and exponential cooling strategies. The result of
linear cooling strategy is not displayed for readability of the figure.
Comparing the above stochastic sampling methods, we see that the GS converges faster than the MH and the guided-MH.
The MH and guided-MH methods may achieve similar final solution but would take a (much) longer time. On the other hand,
it is observed that they still outperform the BR in a limited time (after about 140 iterations) under the exponential cooling. It
is worth recalling that the computation requirement of GS is higher than that of MH due to the evaluation of a node’s entire
state space.
Comparing the performance of guided-MH and MH, we see that the guided-MH which uses the predefined distribution can
improve the exponential cooling scheme (guided-MH-E vs. MH-E) before a final convergence.
This is due to the fact that when the temperature of the system is high, the effect of guided sampling would be more
significant since it will avoid the random sampling spend too much time on “likely not good” states. When the temperature is
low (e.g., at convergence or using a low T0 ), the MH and guided-MH methods show very similar performance. Recall that the
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complexity of the guided-MH is not increased compared to classical MH, the guided sampling could be a very good option
in some applications.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigated the application of Gibbs sampling method and its variants for performing network optimization
in a large and practical OFDMA system. We studied the impacts of sampling methods and temperature strategies on the global
performance and proposed strategies of initial parameter setting. As expected, the initial temperature and cooling strategy has a
fundamental role in the optimization process. Their impact could be even more important than the sampling selection method
to use. Exponential cooling is the most promising cooling strategy to obtain an efficient fast optimization, while the logarithmic
cooling may require a long convergence time. The MH provides a slower optimization than GS, due to a limited selection of
the states. However, its lower complexity allows larger system and requires less information exchange in each iteration. We also
proposed an improvement of the MH algorithm, namely guided-MH, which can converge more rapidly than the classical MH
algorithm. Since the guided MH algorithm has a low computation cost, it could be considered as an alternative of cost-effective
method.
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